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the conventions of the medium. Rouzbeh has now made over 30 feature length films 
and even more shorts, his recent access to funding has allowed him to build upon his 
previous achievements and venture into new and more ambitious projects. In Phantom 
Islands one can see the strength of the craft and confidence that he has gained from 
his many years of experience, allowing him to create a film that is deeply personal and 
growing out of a refined sensibility and technical skill. 

Much of Rouzbeh’s work is deeply mysterious and even at times confounding but that is 
not to say the films do not welcome you in as a viewer. In Phantom Islands, it is the beau-
ty of the images that entices us but the beauty is only one dimension of this experience. 
The other side is horror: the horror of the main characters who are going through a 
wordless breakdown, tormented, troubled and confused; and then there’s the horror 
that seems to be experienced by the film itself with its regular cuts to black, dark inter-
ruptions to the picturesque landscapes. The film too seems to be having a breakdown – 
cinematic forms unravel and conventions are shattered into pieces but this is not a force 
of destructive elimination, it is more an approach of the fascinated scientist with the 
desire to look closer, to hold in his hands the fragments of cinema’s past, to move them 
around and piece them back together again. As viewers we too become like scientists 
faced with a mystery, the answer to which is not something you can be told, it is simply 
an experience for you to go through and discover for yourself. 

In this issue you will find our personal production diaries, which we wrote during the 
shoot, a terrific new interview with Rouzbeh conducted by his long-time collabora-
tor Maximilian Le Cain, plus several insightful essays and responses to the film by film 
scholar Adrian Martin, film critic Fergus Daly, as well as aemi‘s Alice Butler and Daniel 
Fitzpatrick. 

Thanks for reading,
Daniel & Clara

x

For some time now we have wanted to publish an issue of FILM PANIC Magazine 
which is dedicated to a single film, to gather together in a single publication produc-
tion diaries and interviews by those involved in making it as well as essays by critics, 
placing side by side the words of the artist, their collaborators and those who analyse 
the completed films. Our hope is that rather than pinning the film down to a single 
perspective we can assist in opening up different ways of engaging with the work 
and in turn different ways of thinking about cinema in general. So when on the 31st 

December 2016 we received a message from Rouzbeh Rashidi inviting us to play the 
lead roles in his new feature film Phantom Islands we took this as the perfect oppor-
tunity to create the first of our ‘Making Of’ issues.

We have now been collaborating with Rouzbeh for several years on various projects, 
our first project together was in 2015 when we invited him to play the role of the 
Inspector in our surrealistic biblical tale The Kingdom Of Shadows. While he was with 
us on location in Portugal he also took the opportunity to shoot a couple of short 
sequences for his own film, Trailers, and we have been continuing these exchanges, 
collaborations and cinematic contaminations ever since. It was clear from our first 
meeting that we shared many of the same ideas about the production and exhibition 
of films and that our aims for The Underground Film Studio and Experimental Film 
Society are very similar. In 2016 we announced the official partnership of our organi-
sations and this issue of FILM PANIC is the latest of our projects together.

We are not actors but we have often performed in our own films, usually playing very 
small roles or simply appearing onscreen as ourselves, so performing in Phantom Is-
lands was our first chance to really dig into what it takes to embody a character and 
live inside their skin for some time. We have a deep interest in exploring the possibi-
lities of performance for camera, in our own films we have often experimented with 
different ways to direct actors and are particularly interested in developing a lan-
guage of performance that incorporates a wide range of techniques and styles. Being 
a part of Phantom Islands gave us a chance to put to work a lot of our personal ideas 
about performing and test out these processes through the act of doing it ourselves.

Rouzbeh has a passion for all cinema, every kind of film from every country, every 
era and every corner of cinema has an interest to him, his films draw upon these 
wide-ranging interests and as he often remarks he is a cinephile first and a filmmaker 
second. The central subject of his films is the medium of cinema itself, his fascination 
and obsession with it and also the sense he has that it can never really be under-
stood, that cinema is something mysterious and uncanny. His filmmaking practice is 
dedicated to continuously investigating, breaking open and putting back together 
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THE MAKING OF phantom islands 
A Diary by Daniel Fawcett & Clara Pais

Thursday 18th May 2017

Rouzbeh arrived in Porto late last night. After a good catch up we caught a few 
hours sleep before getting stuck into day one of Phantom Islands. Rouzbeh spent 
the morning talking us through the production process and how the shoot was go-
ing to be, he gave us an overview of what the film could be like and an outline of our 
characters. He seems very keen for us to flesh out the characters ourselves, he has 
given us the bare bones and from there the three of us will work together to bring 
them to life. Clara is to play Zoe and I am to play Boris (named after Karloff). They 
are a couple whose relationship is on the rocks and which totally disintegrates while 
traveling around some Irish islands. For Rouzbeh this seems to be the central core 
around which the entire film revolves. His process seems to be quite similar to our 
own, after a period of unearthing and gathering ideas we make sure we can articu-
late the core idea of a film, this then becomes your regulating principle, your guiding 
star to get you back on course when you feel lost.

After a delicious lunch at Grandmother’s Courtyard we went shopping for our cos-
tumes, mine was surprisingly easy to find, Clara’s was a little harder but we are nearly 
there, tomorrow it will hopefully be all sorted. As soon as we stood side by side in the 
costumes I could see the world of the film, there is something Victorian about them, 
a splash of Hammer horror maybe but there’s also something contemporary about 
them too, it’s very odd, I can’t quite put my finger on it but it works. I feel we are 
tuning into the world Rouzbeh wants to create on screen, the characters are waking 
within us but let’s hope we can put them back to sleep again at the end of the shoot 
as I am to play a guy who is neurotic and obsessive with a violent streak!

Tomorrow we’ll be doing the first test shoot.

Friday 19th May

A whole day of costume shopping – totally exhausting. All three of us dislike shop-
ping and would only tolerate such a tedious activity for the sake of a film! It took 
ages to find the right jackets but we got there at the last moment, literally the last 
shop five minutes before closing time we found the right jacket for Clara.

Rouzbeh had some amazing luck finding the exact Petzval lens he wanted for the 
film and also the exact 1970s Polaroid camera for Clara’s character, which we found 
in a second hand shop for much less than they are selling for online. All wonderful 
signs that we are on the right track, we have found when things start falling into 

place like this then the film will go well. Sometimes you start a production and 
everything goes wrong, it feels as if the world is resisting the film, but these mo-
ments when everything flows you just know that the film is ready to be born and all 
you need to do is trust in it and let it lead the way!

Our characters are growing and coming to life, I am finding that place within me 
where this guy exists – he is my shadow, all that I find unpleasant and scary in peo-
ple, he’s aggressive, imposing, dominating – he is also scared, obsessive and feels 
out of control. I’ve encountered many people like him in the past and I have also at 
times been him, I think I can do a good job with this troubled guy. 

We did a very short test shoot, Rouzbeh was happy with it, he seems to feel we can 
give him what he envisioned and needs for the film. Even though he wants us to 
flesh out the characters and collaborate on details he does also have a very clear 
 image of the tone and dynamic between these two people – to him they are crea-
tures which he observes as a naturalist through his magnifying lens, he doesn’t want 
to direct in the traditional theatrical sense but to capture them and study them, 
place them in different environments and see how they react, to set up the scenes 
and observe their reactions. This is what could be considered the documentary as-
pect of his cinema – it is in one part a film about Clara and I playing characters, it is 
a film in which the document of its own making is the subject, it’s a film of a perfor-
mance happening in front of a camera in a particular place. The subject is artifice 
and the truth revealed through that artifice. This is where our own films and Rouz-
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beh’s are alike, we do not deny artifice, we know all films are constructs and all films 
are documents of their own making, and all our films are very honest about this fact.

Day 2 of preparations. Rouzbeh came to visit us to start the process and work out 
the characters and details of the shoot. We discussed the characters, the skeleton of 
the film and the process of shooting and have spent most of the the day working 
things out by choosing the costumes. Rouzbeh showed us some photographs to 
help transmit to us the feeling of the film, a few landscapes and two portraits of a 
man and a woman, he told us what he wanted the characters to be and what their 
relationship would be like. My character is Zoe, I read somewhere that Zoe means 
life, she is in a relationship with Boris, she is a photographer who is interested in 
documenting things during their trip but also in staging them. Rouzbeh described 
her as hopeful, maybe she is naive, expecting the best and trying to ignore trouble, 
but she is in touch with life somehow. Boris is troubled and angry, a destructive and 
manic person with some aggression. Why are the two of them together? Maybe they 
have always been, they’re tied to each other. I asked how Zoe reacts when Boris is 
possessed. Rouzbeh says she tries to ignore him or maybe hopes it will be better 
soon. Rouzbeh wants it to be up to us what the characters are, but these things are 
fixed. We plan to develop the characters over the next few days and then when we 
come to the shoot we will not need to discuss anything, he will tell us what kind of 
scene we will be shooting and we will work it out by doing it.

In the evening we shot a very short and simple test. Rouzbeh wanted to try his new 
Petzval lens, a turn-of-the-century type of lens with a magnificent shimmery soft 
focus effect, the kind that gives that unique Marlene Dietrich glow, it looks fantastic. 
The first thing we shot was just like posing for a portrait, Rouzbeh asked me to lay 
my head on Daniel’s shoulder and put my arm around him and smile, while he’s pull-
ing a monstrous stare – already a picture from hell! It was good to shoot something 
and then watch it back as a way to start the work, seeing it immediately gave me a 
terrifying physical sensation of the two characters that frankly I wasn’t expecting. 
I felt a surge of repulsion for the two characters, especially the woman for letting 
herself be a victim and being attached to some monster, I really didn’t want to be 
her. I have to find a way to deal with this, I want to be able to do a good performance, 
to be able to surrender and do what Rouzbeh needs for the film. Now - a few hours 
later - I have been tossing and turning with this before starting the diary, I have to 
say that I feel sorry for these characters, one doesn’t choose an abusive relationship, 
one falls into it, and the horror is in the inability to escape it. I have been thinking 
about the female characters in our own films and our desire to always give them 
agency, never make them victims, and how important that has always felt for us. I’ve 
been thinking also about people who we’ve cast into roles that put them in weird 
situations, like Kai in Black Sun playing a maiden with a dress and a wig, like Joana 
and Bruno playing Adam and Eve in The Kingdom Of Shadows, I’ve put practically 
everyone in strange situations for my own films. It’s different to be on the other side 
of the camera. I think I’m beginning to see how I can do this.

What a journey this film will be. I’m excited that we’ll be shooting this in wild places 
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in Ireland that I’ve never been to before, I can’t wait to see what it’s like, I hope we go 
to some ancient places.

Saturday 20th May

This morning we shot some scenes on the beach in Espinho, around where we filmed 
with the marching band for The Kingdom Of Shadows, there are some beautiful lit-
tle spots, very scenic, it worked really well. I feel much better about the characters 
today, before going out to shoot Daniel and I spoke about the characters a lot and 
compared them to some that we’d written, that really helped. Also thinking about it 
in fairy tale terms, classic relationships of animus and anima. We’ve figured out some 
ways to deal with the violence and aggression that Rouzbeh wants to explore in the 
film, where it comes from and how it manifests. Rouzbeh is in love with the new lens, 
he’s planning to shoot the whole film with this dreamy softness that makes us look 
like we’re the last people on Earth. The costumes are fully worked out now, there is a 
kind of Victorian austerity to our look when we stand next to each other. I think there 
is also a pinch of Greek tragedy to this film, some kind of fatality hovering gloomily 
over the characters in spite of the gorgeous sun. We weren’t prepared for that sun 
and got a bit sunburnt on our faces, felt drained for the rest of the day.

Sunday 21st May

20th & 21st - Shooting in Espinho. Sun burn. Good food. A lot of fun.

Woke up feeling better from the sunburn, Daniel as well, we feel energised. Rouzbeh 
couldn’t sleep all night, what we shot yesterday has changed his plans for the shoot. 
The lens we’re using needs a lot of space and we wouldn’t be able to shoot the inte-
riors in the small B&B rooms where we’d be staying in the islands. He’s rescheduled 
the shoot so we’ll be doing all the interiors in a single location, a house with big 
enough rooms, and then do the exteriors in a few other locations on the West Coast 
and the Aran Islands. He’s cut some of the traveling about as we’d lose too much 
time with that. It sounds like a good plan and like a lot of things have become clearer 
for him. It seems that it is really important for him to start shooting to really know 
what the film will be like. We did some more shooting today, various things in a dark 
room with projected images of landscapes on our faces and bodies. Also shot some 
more outside on the beach, some absolutely exquisite shots with the sun setting, 
I’m really impressed by this lens and the 4K footage that Rouzbeh is getting, the 
colours are natural and painterly at the same time, the texture of the image feels full 
and soft, incredibly detailed and yet also smoky and mysterious – it’s amazing! Our 
camera is broken and Rouzbeh urges us to get a better one next, something that can 
shoot 4K, maybe a Panasonic G5 or Blackmagic if we can. I’m convinced we need to 
be able to work with 4K as well after seeing the footage but I’m not sure how we’ll 
manage: between a new computer, a new camera and more sound gear we need 
about 7000 pounds! 

We had a wonderful time with Rouzbeh, we all get along so easily – we talk about 

movies all the time and about our experiences of making films, we rage against the 
obstacles we’ve come against and we discuss solutions to deal with them. We all 
have been living on the edge of survival in order to keep making our films, we put 
everything into them, there’s nothing else we want to be doing, and we also want 
the films to go beyond the underground/experimental world because they can and 
they should. We’re all very optimistic and totally self-absorbed, it’s true, but we also 
spend quite a bit of time laughing at ourselves! But when it’s down to the work it’s 
all very simple, clear, direct and no bullshit, the film is master and we are servants, in 
that we are the same. Rouzbeh is going back tomorrow, we have a bit over a month 
before we follow for the main shoot in Ireland.

Monday 22nd May

Rouzbeh left today after spending two days preliminary shooting. We got a lot done 
and now feel very prepared for the main shoot – we all agreed that we don’t need 
to talk much more about characters and that the best thing is to start shooting and 
we’ll work everything else out through the act of doing it.

The images that he shot over the last few days are incredible, not quite like anything 
else I have seen and definitely different in quality to his previous films. They have a 
hazy washed out look to them, very sandy colours, beautiful pale blues, they will of 
course alter once graded but there is something magic there. He’s using an incre-
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dible Petzval lens that has a soft focus, it stirs to mind those sparkling close-ups of 
Marlene Dietrich but rather than using them for portraits Rouzbeh is using them for 
landscapes. This is something that runs through all of our work, taking tools used 
for one purpose and systematically pushing them to the limits, using them in ways 
in which they weren’t intended, it always gives such interesting and unexpected 
results.

Seeing ourselves in the footage is quite strange, it doesn’t quite look like us, we look 
older and more intense – the characters have been born and I feel like I’m getting to 
know them. Clara and I realised that we shouldn’t think about any narrative arc or 
even a journey for our characters as we would if it was our own film, we simply need 
to live as them fully in each scene and not consider how that scene may fit into the 
bigger world of the film, that’s Rouzbeh’s domain and knowing how he works I am 
sure he’ll only fully know how all the pieces fit once he gets to the last day of the edit.

His great skill as a director is his openness and flexibility but without ever losing 
focus or sight of the core of his films, he is very relaxed and takes each moment as 
it comes. He has a clear idea of what he wants to do but this is always to get him 
 star ted and once he starts he responds to what is in front of him, all that matters is 
what is within the frame. This approach has been developed over the years he has 
been making films and he is totally at ease with it, I get the impression that this ap-
proach is now married with a high level of technical craft. I feel very confident that 
the final result of this film will be something very special. 

Wednesday 28th June

Daniel and I have been discussing the characters a bit more and came up with some 
more ideas of scenes we could do. Rouzbeh also asked us to watch three films in 
preparation for the shoot, Il demonio (1963), Stromboli (1950) and L’Enfer (1994). 
Amazing films! 

Friday 30th June

We arrived in Dublin at about 3:30 pm, Rouzbeh met us at the airport. The flight was 
alright, as we got close to Dublin we started a slow descent into endless layers of 
clouds and it seemed as if we were never to reach the city!

Rouzbeh got us an airbnb for the night near his place, we went there first to drop our 
bags before going for a meal. Atoosa PourHosseini and Jann Clavadetscher joined 
us then and we finally got to meet them! We had some tea and a brief walk around 
the town centre, our talk of films mixed in the air with friday night Dublin ranters.

Rouzbeh filled us in on the latest news and plans for the shoot, he has already been 
out on shooting excursions to a few islands, just himself and Jann. The film seems to 
have evolved already since we last saw him, mainly in response to the camera and 
the locations he has been to. He’s using a Blackmagic Ursa Mini Pro, it’s only been 

released very recently, Phantom Islands should be one of the first features to be shot 
with it. We talked about the new Twin Peaks series that’s just coming out and how 
exciting it is to see someone in the mainstream that is really using digital for its own 
particular characteristics and unique possibilities, and how Lynch is doing things 
not unlike what we’ve done in our latest films, Trailers and The Kingdom Of Shadows. 
With the new Twin Peaks Lynch has created a breakthrough in that he’s offering in 
the mainstream certain things that have so far been mostly explored in avant-garde 
and marginal filmmaking. Exciting times! Gone to bed early to prepare for a long 
drive tomorrow down to Kerry.

Saturday 1st July

9:30 am: We arrived in Dublin yesterday afternoon at around 3:00 pm. Had a quick 
walk around the town with Rouzbeh, Atoosa and Jann. Rouzbeh seemed very 
stressed and under pressure but in good spirits – everything is set and ready to go! 
Today we drive to Kerry which takes five hours! Tonight we’ll have a short shoot and 
get properly started tomorrow.

11:00 pm: We are staying in a huge house in the most beautiful surroundings, each 
window looks out onto a stunning view. This evening we began shooting some very 
simple scenes of our characters sat in the dining room with two other ‘guests’ played 
by Jann and Katie. Rouzbeh set this up and we improvised it several times while 
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he shot it from a couple of different angles. Each time we were able to reach a bit 
further into the characters and shape them out a little more. I began a sort of stream 
of consciousness rant in which I pressure Clara’s character, Zoe, to recount the exact 
details of some vague and ungraspable event. My character is obsessive, aggressive 
and relentless, he gets stuck on an idea and can’t let it go. He is a child who loses his 
temper when things don’t go his way. Rouzbeh’s approach to directing is to set clear 
parameters for the scene and then let the performers explore within that frame-
work. His parameters are very simple and he takes it one step at a time, adjusting his 
view of what the film is constantly, his philosophy is exactly the same as our own, 
like us he says “we are not making this film, we are serving it”. Never at any moment 
do you feel that he can’t see the film he wants to make, his vision for it is very clear 
but the smaller details and specifics of that vision are only revealed to him as we 
work. It is through the work that a film like this is unearthed, it is not conceptual, the 
ideas are not the thing, it is the process, that is where the meaning lays. It is a film 
being revealed to us one shot at a time.

The trip took 5 hours with only one stop for tea. The countryside was beautiful, so 
green, very much like the UK. I have the strange feeling that we’re not quite in a dif-
ferent country but that we’ve entered the land of EFS instead. Our destination was a 
holiday house 15 mins north of Dingle, in a little bay with a magnificent view of three 
peaks on the cliffs across the water, very dramatic. The house is huge and very com-
fortable but somehow so impersonal, these places never feel like a home – I guess 
it’s perfect for this film! I’ve found three copies of Joyce’s Ulysses on the bookshelves, 
took one and started reading it. In the evening we shot a couple of scenes, we were 
quite exhausted from the long car trip but Rouzbeh wanted to shoot some small se-
quences to get us started and despite being tired we had a lot of fun. We’re all more 
relaxed now we’re here and can just focus completely on the film. Rouzbeh knows 
what he wants but he is really very open, he sets the shot and the scene but doesn’t 
direct too much, he accepts everything we come up with and continually reacts to 
what we do. We talked a bit about the films Rouzbeh had asked us to see, from our 
conversation the greatest reference to my character is the witch in Il demonio, for 
Daniel it’s L’Enfer. But they’re also interchangeable. They are both characters who 
descend into madness and almost become animal-like in order to survive the trau-
ma of their relationships, and they transform into terrifying monsters by the end. 
Zulawski’s Possession is also very relevant.

Also had some time to have a look at the Blackmagic camera and Rouzbeh’s lenses, 
and hear his thoughts about the camera after using it for a few weeks. Hopefully 
we’ll be using something similar for The Cloud Of Unknowing, our DSLR has broken 
down and it’s a good opportunity to upgrade.

Sunday 2nd July

8:00 am: I awoke first, it’s beautiful and quiet here, I’ve just been for a walk around 
the house and the garden. There are fields in front of the house and just beyond 
there is a bay, I can hear the waves gently crashing. The light changes very rapid-

ly here, the landscape seems to be constantly transforming, as the light changes 
 colour and brightens it reveals and conceals the details – Ireland seems to be a land 
in a mist, it has a magic to it, a mysteriousness, this is a place most certainly occupied 
by phantoms.

Today we have an easy morning then we’ll begin shooting after lunch, Clara and I 
will take the opportunity to shoot some scenes for our short Super 8 film INT. LAND-
SCAPES.

An intense day, we shot a lot of things, loads of different kinds of scenes through-
out the day, but we worked at a good rhythm with time to rest and eat in between 
shooting. Rouzbeh doesn’t want to wear us out nor shoot too intensely and conti-
nuously – every scene we do seems to add something for him and changes things, 
so it’s good to have time to think and look back at what has been done. Most of what 
we filmed was physically challenging for us and very tiring. We were going all for it 
on first takes to try to give Rouzbeh the intensity he wants, we haven’t done any se-
cond takes yet. We did some of the bedroom scenes, it was easier than I thought it’d 
be, I didn’t feel awkward at all simply because it was so physical, it was like a dance, 
it wasn’t as mentally or emotionally taxing as I thought it would be. Also we did a 
scene in which I crawled down the staircase as if I’d been crippled, it was as if an Ar-
gento film and Whatever Happened to Baby Jane merged together, it was a lot of fun!

THE MAKING OF PHANTOM ISLANDS
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The shooting is so easy, Jann and Katie are the only assistants and they’ve also been 
cooking delicious food for us so we’re able to work without worrying about any of 
that, it’s wonderful! They’re both lovely, we’ve been chatting a lot and watching 
each other’s films. We watched Katie’s film Point of Rest and at the end of the day 
we screened The Kingdom Of Shadows for them. While we were doing this Rouzbeh 
watched through everything we shot, preparing for the next day’s shoot.

Monday 3rd July

10:30 am: After an easy morning the rest of yesterday was full of shooting, most-
ly scenes inside the house but a couple of exteriors in the garden. In between our 
scenes Rouzbeh was shooting landscapes. The mist rolled in and shows no signs of 
lifting, it’s a beautiful and strange atmosphere, I’d love to get lost in the mist and 
wander into other times and other realms, I’ve been inventing stories of creatures 
that live in the mist, that wander the hills slipping between this world and another.

We shot two bedroom scenes, it wasn’t as uncomfortable as expected, more than 
anything it was physically exhausting as we were struggling in torment and throw-
ing each other around, but I am sure that everyone will think Clara and I are a couple 
after this film.

Through the improvisation of the scenes the characters are transforming and grow-
ing – Boris is a deeply tormented guy, I am drawing strongly on the behaviour of 
someone I know (who shall not be named). I am approaching it as if he is having 
visions but is resisting them, scared of them, he writhes around fighting the images 
that possess him. An internal narrative has emerged about a black substance that 
exists in his bones, it has started emerging through the cracks of his fingernails and 
pores of his skin, only he can see it, he fears he’ll be consumed by darkness. Zoe 
desperately attempts to console him and pull him back to reality but it isn’t possible, 
the process has begun, the darkness within must come to full consciousness, while 
he fights there will be pain, if only he could surrender but of course he won’t!

Today we are heading up the hill which stands behind the house. 

Last night after shooting we screened The Kingdom Of Shadows for Katie and Jann, 
they both loved it.

In between scenes Clara and I have been recording sounds to use in INT. LAND-
SCAPES.

The weather has been quite rainy and working against us today, we got drenched 
with the first scene outside and spent some time drying the costumes, especially 
our shoes. Rouzbeh wanted to shoot more landscape scenes, we walked from the 
house along the path trying to find a way up the hill to the ruins that we can see 
from the house but the mist came suddenly and the ruins disappeared, we couldn’t 
work out where they were – the magical mists of Ireland! We decided to go back 
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and down towards the cliffs near the house instead. Rouzbeh was carrying a big 
suitcase with the camera and a couple of lenses, Jann was carrying the tripod and 
a backpack with food and water, Katie took the umbrellas, and we took our sound 
recorder and Super 8 camera. It’s not the best way to carry the equipment up wind-
swept hills but we managed! Daniel and I recorded some sound. The exterior scenes 
have become quite interesting, Rouzbeh has now introduced the action of taking 
polaroids. We can never shoot for too long, we fill up the card easily and have to go 
back to empty it and back up. It’s good in a way, it keeps us in a good rhythm, not too 
exhaustive but making every take count. Rouzbeh thinks it’s funny that Daniel and 
I always want to see the rushes as well. It’s coming out amazing, the compositions 
are very classical, very beautiful, the landscape is stunning, the costumes really work 
in this environment, it really creates a sense of separateness between the characters 
and what’s around them. We also did more in the house and shot one of the more 
extreme scenes at the end of the day, the naked fight with that spectacular cliff in 
the background – it’s out of this world. Later when we watched it back Rouzbeh said 
he was destroyed by it, he wanted us to do something violent but it actually turned 
out very sad. The film takes on its own shape. We also did some sound recordings 
with Katie and Jann for Black Sun, voice improvisations for the couple scenes. They 
did so well! It puts us in a much better place to finish Black Sun next month.

The way Rouzbeh directs us is kind of like this: a lot of conversations about the cha-
racters and the film take place before shooting, when it comes to the shooting he 
starts by exploring the space and looking for his shot, then he explains what he 
wants our action to be and what our emotional/mental state is, he then sets up the 
shot and either lets us do it or gives us cues while shooting, we never rehearse and 
never try to improve our action with a second take, he takes it as it is. Later we might 
repeat the same kind of scene in different settings but the motivation for the repeti-
tion of the scenes is not about improving the performance, it’s more a technique to 
disrupt narrative continuity. I can see how the documentary approach makes sense.

Tomorrow we’re shooting the blood scene!

Tuesday 4th July

9:30 am: I’m exhausted, yesterday evening we shot a big scene in which Boris and 
Zoe have an argument and strip themselves naked and fight on the grass. It was very 
cold but a lot of fun, quite exhilarating really. More big scenes today.

Phantom Islands is being shot on a new Blackmagic camera. I really like the name, 
cameras should have good names, magic names that give them a sense of ritual 
purpose, most filmmakers see their cameras as just the latest gear that gives them 
techno-status but I believe an artist should develop personal relationships with their 
tools. Rouzbeh is still courting this camera, by the end of the shoot they’ll either be 
lovers or enemies! 

The camera is quite bulky and heavy compared to the DSLRs we’ve all been using 

on other recent films, of course the image is incredible and nothing like any of us 
have ever been able to approach before on our zero budget productions. The bulk 
and weight of the camera offers certain restrictions that Rouzbeh is using well to 
inform his approach to shooting the film and develop his visual language. All of the 
scenes so far have been filmed by a static camera on a tripod, all in natural light or 
with some minimal use of the lamps that are in the house (which incidentally has 
more lamps per room than any house I have ever been, something like 40 lamps in 
the whole house, it’s absurd!). One of the other restrictions he is working with is that 
due to the 4K footage taking up so much memory card space, we can only shoot for 
around 20 mins before the card has to be emptied, in some ways this makes the pro-
cess closer to shooting on celluloid than digital. We only shoot in short bursts and 
have plenty of breaks, it’s so incredibly relaxed, almost more like a holiday than a film 
shoot but what better way to spend a holiday than making a movie!

Yesterday we took the opportunity between shoots to record some sound for our 
almost completed feature film Black Sun. Katie and Jann played two lovers at dif-
ferent stages of their relationship, we recorded them describing each other’s faces, 
arguing, screaming and laughing. These scenes will be in the first act of Black Sun, 
heard as disembodied voices, echoes of lives lived in the darkness.

6:30 pm: This morning we shot a scene of Clara naked and covered with blood howl-
ing like a wolf perched on a rock in the garden. After lunch we went up into the 
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hills and shot a few more scenes. The mist was incredibly dense and magical, I felt 
as if we were wandering into another world, we could hear the sound of sheep and 
birds around us but couldn’t see them, I hoped to meet strange creatures, giants or 
dra gons but sadly we did not. The mist lifted just as we completed shooting and we 
were all surprised to see that we were quite near the house, only two fields away. 
Within a matter of moments we had been swept from a strange Tarkovskian zone 
back to the picturesque coastline of a holiday postcard.

It was misty again, we had a slow beginning in the morning but went straight to the 
blood scene. Rouzbeh took his time to find the shots he needed but once he was set 
we shot the whole scene in two quick set-ups that took less than 10 mins. It was cold 
and I started shivering when Katie was pouring the blood over my face but once 
it was time to go I focused on my breathing and the shivering stopped. Rouzbeh 
was very clear with his directions. It’s been really interesting to go through this, of 
course we are not professional actors and therefore have many limitations, which 
Rouzbeh knows and is prepared to deal with, but we’ve also worked with performers 
a lot and have experience with improvisation, in many ways this is for us an exer-
cise to see if we can also give good performances, if the tools we’ve developed for 
directing could be turned towards ourselves. I feel like it is working but it’s difficult 
to know. Watching through the rushes it looks like it is working. I loved doing this 
blood scene, I feel that it’s like a ritual release, not at all like an act of violence but 
like she’s making peace with herself. It’s interesting that it feels like the closest point 
of contact between one of the characters and nature and the environment around 
them that we’ve done so far, she is at one with it in this scene. It was funny when 
Rouzbeh asked me to howl, I thought ‘This is where Phantom Islands meets Black 
Sun!’ Daniel shot some Super 8 of it. It all went very quickly, I was under a hot shower 
washing away the fake blood in no time. Rouzbeh was happy, all good! 

After lunch we set off for another exterior shoot, which was one of the most  amazing 
experiences I’ve ever had! We walked up the hill in the opposite direction to the 
day before and were completely embraced by the mist. It was like we were walking 
through a cloud, it felt like we were in Tarkovsky land, the distances were so mysteri-
ous, the sheep and the stone fences disappeared into the mist, just a few feet away 
from us. It seemed like we were walking for hours, doing a few shots whenever Rou-
zbeh found a good spot. And then suddenly the mist cleared and we could finally 
see more than a few feet around us, we could see all the way down to the cliffs and 
the houses, and actually we weren’t that far at all! It was like a magic spell had been 
lifted, it was incredible! I think Rouzbeh managed to capture the mist lifting in one 
shot. The sun came later and the whole atmosphere changed. We felt like we’d been 
through some real journey. 

Today was the last day at this house. In the evening we walked down to the pub and 
did some more sound recordings on the way. Phantom Islands is in full bloom, the 
mood is great. Everything here is so beautiful.
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Wednesday 5th July

Arrived at the Yellow House. We went on the most longwinded trip to get here, we 
taxied into town, then got another taxi to the house which after all that turned out 
to be across the bay from the Grey House, we can see it from the doorstep. We can’t 
seem to escape this bay! We could have quite easily walked here. 

We shot some sequences at a small harbour, some very simple shots of us walking 
along the road and looking out across the water to the islands. We also shot a scene 
where we interact with the stones in a kind of private ritual, one of the few scenes 
which we have done a second take of due to the fact that while we were in the midst 
of writhing about on the ground sniffing the rocks two American tourists walked 
into shot and took one look at us and asked: “are you making a movie?”

In the evening we shot a series of sequences of us sleeping – slumped over in the 
grass, by the road, on the rocks etc, it was like the scenes from the beginning of The 
Earth Died Screaming where everybody had suddenly been put to sleep, I wonder if 
it is an influence, I know Rouzbeh is a Terence Fisher fan.

Left the first house and spent three hours in Dingle. We thought we’d be staying 
somewhere nearer the town but it turned out that our second B&B was just across 
the bay from where we’d been, we could see it from the garden. We were close to 
a pier and shot some more sequences down there, and after dinner also shot some 
more, sleeping on the grass, along the cliff and over the rocks where the tide was 
low. Adam and Eve dreaming. The second house is no good for filming, it has a very 
bizarre type of construction that defies all logic and taste. We watched two more 
films by Katie. 

Thursday 6th July

An amazing morning spent filming at Dingle aquarium, I haven’t seen any of the 
footage yet but I am sure it’s stunning – a deep blue light punctuated by small 
 pockets of green and pink, giant tanks with sharks swimming behind us, very magi-
cal, we all really enjoyed ourselves. They opened two hours early so we could have 
the place to ourselves before the tourists invaded. Rouzbeh was like a kid in a sweet 
shop. We all fell in love with a giant turtle called Molly and I genuinely contemplated 
stealing a baby otter, I even measured my bag to work out if I could fit it in but in 
the end I resisted the temptation as it would probably all end in tears when I had 
to get the plane home. The two sand-tiger sharks were fascinating – is it true that if 
they have more than one baby in their wombs at once, a dominating fetus shark will 
eat the others? Also they had penguins, they seemed dopey at first but once they’d 
been fed a few buckets of fish they perked up and I could see they were all a bunch 
of anarchists! Rouzbeh was so filled with satisfaction from the footage he shot at 
the aquarium he decided we should take the rest of the day off. We ate good food, 
relaxed and after supper we let off steam with a few hours dancing.

Today we went to shoot in the Aquarium in Dingle. We got there very early in the 
morning to shoot for two hours before they opened to the public. What an amaz-
ing place, it was a surprisingly good aquarium. It wasn’t very big but each bit was 
decorated in a very over the top decorative style that I loved, it was like the animals 
were living in the sets of Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom. Two hours was not 
enough to shoot here (and it took nearly one hour to empty the card on the lap-
top), luckily the staff and the manager were very nice and let us stay for as long as 
we needed to, even after they opened. It was more difficult to shoot with visitors 
around but we still managed to do a lot. A small team really is the best sometimes. 
The sharks were stunning, they had such blank expressions on their eyes and also 
several impressive rows of teeth in mouths that never quite closed. These sharks 
would swim around to the furthest and darkest end of their tank and then swim 
back straight at you until they almost reached the glass and then they’d smoothly 
turn on their side and glide along so we could admire their strange and huge bodies. 
I’ve never seen a shark so close.

It was an incredibly difficult place to shoot, Rouzbeh has by now become very good 
and quick at setting up and very at ease with the camera. Katie has been recording 
some sound of the scenes for us and we’re planning to make something from our 
recordings of the shoot, we’ve also been recording many of our conversations and 
soundscapes every day and done a bit of Super 8 filming. We got tired and hungry 
by about 1.00 pm and the place got too busy for us to keep shooting but we’re all 
glad to have done it, this location has really added a new dimension to the film.

We had the best fish and chips in Dingle and shot a couple more scenes in town and 
then went back home totally exhausted. Rouzbeh decided to take the rest of the day 
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off so we could all restore our energies. It worked, after dinner we started listening to 
some music and suddenly we were all on our feet and dancing! Lots of fun!

Friday 7th July

We took a two hour trip from Dingle to Valentia Island today, we arrived at around 
3:00 pm. Our cottage sits in a large forest not far from a beach, we can see the sea 
through the trees. In front of the house is a field with geese and chickens can be 
heard near by, I think we are in heaven. This park is like several locations in one and 
not at all like anywhere I would imagine to be in Ireland. It has a lovely vegetable 
garden, fields, beach, an old lighthouse, a pine forest, a woodland and a bamboo 
forest. There are some tree ferns, unusual plants and I’m sure more surprises that 
hopefully we’ll discover tomorrow. It reminds me a lot of the landscapes and places 
of my childhood.

We spent the last part of the afternoon shooting in the trees around the garden. 
It’s quite amazing how much of what we’ve been shooting relates to our own films, 
but I guess that’s part of the reason Rouzbeh cast us. People carry with them their 
interests, and artists carry with them the energy and themes of their work. Clara and 
I seem to constantly be making creation myths, every film is in some way dealing 
with the idea of characters and worlds being created and very often there are direct 
parallels to the Christian creation myth and the story of Adam and Eve and some 
conception of a paradise. The Kingdom Of Shadows is maybe a more obvious exam-
ple of us approaching these themes and in some ways the decision to look more 
directly at the Adam and Eve story was because we realised that this subject was 
reoccurring for us. 

Rouzbeh has shot many scenes of us wandering lost in a kind of wasteland envi-
ronment, and now we are shooting in this paradise garden, he even shot a scene 
of us going through a large old iron gate – peering in and peering out beyond the 
threshold. If the film could be read this way then the serpent is the film itself, or may-
be it is Rouzbeh as filmmaker, the one who gives the knowledge or consciousness 
to the characters. On some levels this film is similar to Savage Witches in which our 
protagonists become conscious of the fact that they are in a film and that the film 
is the very thing which causes their existence, also in the way that in that film we 
obliterated the usual line between documentary and fiction, we didn’t so much blur 
it or comment on it but rendered it irrelevant – all films are fictions and all films are 
documentaries of their own making. 

Phantom Islands presents two figures who are in deep despair at the very fact of 
being alive, they are bound together and drift in a world which is alien and terrifying 
to them. Zoe, whose name means life, is more in awe of her surroundings and may-
be without Boris around she could adapt and find a way to be in harmony with the 
world but Boris is at war with himself and he clings to Zoe in a neurotic terror and 
fear of total annihilation. This film will no doubt be stunningly beautiful, Rouzbeh 
has an incredible eye for creating images, the world around these characters will be 

like romantic paintings but they in themselves are doomed, they cannot see beyond 
the limits of their own madness, terror and neurosis.

In the evening we shot on a lovely beach nestled away in a cove surrounded by 
cliffs. After several shots of us looking around at the scenery Rouzbeh directed us to 
look towards the camera as if becoming aware of its presence and then during the 
take we took the camera from him and the three of us passed it back and forth in a 
dance between characters/actors/director – at one point Clara had the camera and 
filmed as I performed a healing ritual on Rouzbeh - an exorcism of these demons or 
by these demons that he has brought into the world!

Atoosa joins us today at 10:00 pm, she’s bringing homemade Iranian food!

Travelled again to a new location, this time Valentia Island. We are staying in a holi-
day cottage that is surrounded by woods, a walled garden and fields full of sheep, 
very beautiful. There is a lighthouse close by and there are lots of geese and  chickens , 
and donkeys, sheep and rams! The owner is a German lady that looks like Margue-
rite Duras. We shot around the forest and then by the beach, with the lighthouse in 
the distance. I was extremely hungry by the end, we only finished shooting by 9:30 
pm. Atoosa joined us and brought delicious Iranian food made by her mom. We did 
some different scenes at the beach, breaking down the film a step further – after 
watching the rushes each day Rouzbeh exclaims ‘What is this film I am making!’, we 
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are all stunned by where the film is leading us. After dinner in the evening we also 
shot a short film together.

Saturday 8th July

A slow start in the morning as we were all still tired from the previous day. The plan 
was to go to the lighthouse at the edge of Glanleam, on the way we crossed the 
woods which the landlady was telling us was more wild than the paths we went 
through yesterday. Most of the day was spent on shots of walking through the 
woods and a few more experiments. Daniel and I shot some more Super 8. The 
woods had many subtropical species, some trees that looked like birches but had 
an ochry colour that gave them an Australian feeling, a kind of primordial look. We 
had more Iranian food for lunch, koutlets, and then the most delicious carrot cake 
at the lighthouse. We really have been eating exceedingly well in this shoot! From 
the lighthouse we could see the mountains around Dingle and the Blasket Islands 
in the distance just emerging from the mist, it looked quite magical. The lighthouse 
museum had an array of old cable telephones, manikins in navy uniforms and canon 
guns. 

It feels like we’ve been together for months now rather than just a few days, we 
discovered a mutual love for silent movies and keep talking about making a tribute 
to silent slapstick together. Rouzbeh and Jann keep playing tricks and pranks on 
each other. 

The film keeps unfolding, Adam & Eve turn into the last man and woman on earth 
–  the shock of each moment of being alive!

The sun came out during the day and we all caught the sun a bit. Daniel and Jann 
went on a bike ride to the village. I went for a walk alone around the grounds in the 
dusk and recorded some atmos for Black Sun and INT. LANDSCAPES. I miss living near 
the woods.

Watched bits of Steel Dawn on TV after dinner, sitting by the fireplace, everyone 
deeply tired but content. This is the last day we’re all together, tomorrow it’s a long 
journey to the Aran Islands, Katie and Atoosa go back to Dublin.

Sunday 9th July

Woke up to bird song and the sun coming through the tops of the trees. I am sad 
to be leaving this place today, I wish we had a few more days to explore. Last night 
Jann and I cycled to the village, I was so exhausted and probably should have rested 
but I didn’t want to miss the chance to see a bit more of the island. The village is 
very small, one shop, two pubs, a cafe, a gift shop and a church. The sun was setting 
and people were milling about, some boats were docking in and being tied up for 
the night, sheep bleating in a nearby field and everywhere had a sweet summer at-
mosphere – it reminded me of the town in Jaws or The Birds, that kind of sweetness 
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which sooner or later will be disrupted by the monsters lurking just out of sight! On 
the way back my bike chain snapped so we had to walk the rest of the way.

Yesterday’s filming took place on route to and from the lighthouse. We shot more 
scenes of us sleeping in the trees and on the rocks and some general scenes of us 
wandering around the landscape and looking at nature. We’ve been so lucky with 
the weather, it was so nice but on returning to the cottage I realised I had been 
sunburnt. 

Jann got us into the lighthouse for free. While there we also shot a few more se-
quences for INT. LANDSCAPES.

We spent today traveling from Valentia to the Aran islands, it took 12 hours! Sadly 
Katie and Atoosa have had to return to Dublin.

12 hour journey – Valentia to Limerick on a minibus, then train to Galway. Atoosa 
and Katie got on the train from there to Dublin and we moved on, bus to Connemara 
then ferry over to Inishmor. Kerry was sunny as we left, we saw the Skellig Islands 
in the distance. Aran strikes me as bleak and nightmarish, but wonderfully remote. 
Didn’t like any of the towns but I loved the boat, didn’t get sick. Had a huge lovely 
meal at the pub in Inishmor, but maybe too much food. We’re in different B&Bs, Da-
niel and I in one, Rouzbeh and Jann in another, it feels a bit odd. As we fell asleep at 
11:00 pm there was still light in the sky, such a long twilight.

Monday 10th July

9:00 am: We are on the Aran Islands staying in a very strange airbnb, the woman who 
runs it doesn’t want us to leave our room, she has a houseful of children running 
about screaming and they keep coming to take a look at us, every time we open 
the bedroom door there is a gang of young girls standing there staring at us! In the 
morning we have to wait in the room until she delivers breakfast, she clearly doesn’t 
want to be running a B&B! 

7:30 pm: Back at the B&B after a long and exhausting day, the shoot has caught up 
with me and I am starting to feel like I can’t do much more without a day off, it’s not 
so much the filming but the being outside in the sun and sea air and being constant-
ly on the move. Tomorrow is the last day of location shooting then we head back to 
Dublin for a short studio shoot. We shot some great stuff today, wandering through 
the rocky landscapes only populated by horses. We got totally soaked on the way 
home when the weather took a turn to the worst, hopefully tomorrow we’ll get a 
sun for the final day. Time for a quick rest, in an hour or so Rouzbeh will call to let us 
know if we are shooting tonight or if an early sleep is in store!

A difficult day. The weather was more erratic and we had to stop shooting a cou-
ple of times because of the rain. Rouzbeh’s producer Conor Horgan joined us in the 
afternoon. He’s has been taking pictures behind the scenes. The Aran Islands don’t 
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feel as welcoming as other places we’ve been, we walked about 15 miles around the 
village, I was properly wiped out by the end of the day. It was more difficult to keep 
focused and give that extra energy in our performance, I’m not very happy with 
what I did today really. We were all knackered and only had a proper meal at 5:30 
pm. A miraculous thing did happen – we met a true white unicorn!

We rested after dinner but Rouzbeh still went out to shoot some more. By 7:45 pm I 
was already in bed.

Tuesday 11th July

9:00 am: Feeling refreshed after an early night and a long deep sleep in a comfy bed! 
Last day on location!

11:30 pm: A great last day on location, the weather was stunning, with incredible 
biblical clouds in a startlingly blue sky, the gods of cinema were on our side! We 
hired a taxi and asked the driver to take us on a tour of the interesting spots around 
the island, he’d stop somewhere, we’d hop out and quickly shoot a couple of shots 
then all get back in and go on to the next location, it was great fun. The first stop was 
the highest point on the island, a magical ruin called Dun Eochla. On our drive we 
saw so many beautiful places but didn’t have a lot of time to explore them, luckily 
we had time to take a short break and sit on a rocky beach and watch some seals.
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After lunch the second shoot of the day took place on this amazing expanse of flat 
rocks just across the road from the B&B, we shot a scene in which Rouzbeh asked us 
to act as if we were aliens who had been dropped on a foreign land or another world 
unknown to us. We clutched in our hands a 3D postcard of Ireland which served as 
our only guide. The very last shots of the day were a close-up of each of us and one 
two shot of our faces over-exposed against the sky which he plans to superimpose 
over some landscape shots.

Exhausted but ecstatic we have finished location shooting, we celebrated by going 
to the pub and having a well-earnt hearty and delicious meal.

Today was much better than yesterday, both Daniel and I felt more energetic again 
and really wanted the last location day to go well. Managed to keep our spirits up 
and get to work. The sun came out at 12:00 pm and transformed the island. We went 
out on a taxi to a few locations further away from the village. We shot at an amazing 
old ring fort that is thousands of years old, Dun Eochla – it had incredibly thick walls 
of stone in a circle shape, we walked along the top and could see the island spread-
ing in every direction, it’s the highest point here! We also saw seals by the beach and 
kestrels in a flowery meadow and shot a lot along the coast of the island. Conor had 
to leave at 5:00 pm, we still went out for another shoot in an amazing stone field just 
above the B&B where they’re staying. Had both lunch and dinner at Kilronan, so we 
kept our energy levels up. In sunny weather the island felt much more welcoming 
and beautiful. The water is very clear. Rouzbeh is exhausted but really happy with 
how the shoot went and everything we shot. He said that Boris and Zoe and their re-
lationship became much sadder and more melancholic than he expected – the land-
scape is so stunning, it gives everything a primordial or apocalyptic feeling. Now 
there’s only one studio shoot for us to do in Dublin and then Daniel and I will be back 
home, it feels very strange that we’ll be leaving after such a long and intense stay.

Wednesday 12th July

Took the train from Galway to Dublin. 

Thursday 13th July

Shot two small sequences in a studio, Rouzbeh back-lit us with a kinoflo, a shot of 
each of us crying and staring into the lens, tears created by rubbing vix vapour un-
der our nose, a trick taught to me by Vito Maraula when we shot my second feature 
film Teenage Wildlife. 

The final shot was a 15 minute take of Clara and I looking at each other face to face, 
licking each other’s faces, exploring each other’s faces through touch like aliens. 
Rouzbeh asked us to act as humanoids that communicated through touch rather 
than words, it looks like a shot straight out of The Man Who Fell To Earth.

And that’s a wrap! For us at least, Rouzbeh and Jann have a few more islands to visit 
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for landscape shots but for me and Clara we are done! What a journey this has been, 
I’ve loved every moment!

Back to Dublin yesterday, we collapsed on Rouzbeh’s sofa watching Terence Fisher’s 
Frankenstein Created Woman. This morning we went to shoot our final studio scene 
in Conor’s studio. An hour or so and we were done. That’s it for now, next time we’ll 
be here will be for the film’s premiere in February. Rouzbeh and Jann will still be go-
ing out to a few more islands to shoot some more. I can’t wait to see how it will all be 
put together, it feels strange to be so involved in something but then not be a part 
of all the next stages. But I’ve really enjoyed this experience and I think Daniel has 
too, it’s been really interesting just to be performers, to have just a very specific kind 
of contribution that we’re making to the film and to think on how we can best serve 
it. Before the shoot I’d been reading Nicholas Ray’s book I Was Interrupted to help me 
prepare and definitely his advice to just fully focus on the action was the best for the 
kind of performance and the process of shooting of this film.

One funny thing that kept happening during the shoot was whenever anyone asked 
what kind of film we were making, Rouzbeh always answered that we’re making 
a documentary, this was usually followed by a long look at all of us: an eccentric 
looking bunch, an assorted mix of nationalities, Daniel and I, dressed as we were in 
our austere costumes like two pilgrims, and the person clearly thinking ‘what kind of 
documentary is this??’ - and they weren’t wrong to wonder!
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The process of observing and, to varying degrees, accompanying Rouzbeh Rashidi 
through the making of any of his recent larger scale feature films is always charged with 
mystery and a nagging curiosity. Phantom Islands was no different. A concept as bare 
as a couple, a series of islands, and some 19th century lenses was all there was to be-
gin with. That and, up to a point, the notion of tracing a most eccentric and personal 
fault line between fiction and documentary. Rouzbeh will tell you that his films are com-
pletely improvised, that he shows up on set with no idea of what he will do and simply 
reacts to what he finds. On a literal, shot-by-shot basis, this can be true enough. But a 
huge amount of mental preparation is done during preproduction. Dreaming, research, 
mulling over ideas… Setting the rules of engagement for what he will encounter, the 
parameters of his project. Identifying a powerful and ineffable inner feeling which he 
then tasks himself with drawing into the light. A profound and mounting inner tension 
seizes him in the run up to shooting and it doesn’t release him until after editing is fully 
completed, during which time it has often become visibly excruciating for him to sus-
tain. And all through this, the fascinating hints and ideas he lets drop in lieu of a script or 
plot only serve to pique excitement over what will finally emerge. 

Phantom Islands was always going to be something special. I was supposed to be part 
of the shoot but unfortunately scheduling issues made this impossible. Vicky Langan 
and I were also making a feature, Inside, more or less simultaneously and the timing 
didn’t work out. As Rouzbeh and I regularly checked in on the progress of each other’s 
projects, I began to get the impression that he was engaged in a primal combat with 
the elements. Well out of his comfort zone and never less than effusive in expressing 
gratitude for the support of his loyal cast and crew, it seemed he was at once pushing his 
aesthetic and distilling it. My curiosity only increased during post-production, as stills 
and the first clips started to emerge. And even finally seeing what CinePensieri rightly 
hailed as an “incredible work… set to become an unmovable point of the contemporary 
and future avant-garde” didn’t altogether dispel it. A large part of what makes Rouzbeh 
such a great and necessary filmmaker is his firm belief in the power of sound and image 
to attain an experiential dimension that exists beyond words. Part of his process will 
always remain mysterious, but being asked to conduct this interview with him gave me 
a welcome opportunity to get a little closer to the mystery. 
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The process of exploration has always 
been central to your filmmaking, and is 
something you’ve highlighted in past in-
terviews and statements: the process of 
filmmaking as exploring the material you 
have filmed and using it to explore your-
self through editing, with the resulting 
film as an unknown goal. Does the explo-
ration of the islands in Phantom Islands, 
where the two lead characters become 
as lost in themselves as in the landscape 
around them, somehow enact your film-
making process?

In 1923, the German theoretical physicist Fe-
lix Auerbach told his readers that experimen-
tal physicists, unlike botanists or geologists, 
do not observe nature but rather artificially 
create physical phenomena in their labora-
tories. “X-rays are not a ‘natural phenomenon’. 
Until Röntgen there weren’t such things. They 
have been invented by him (this expression is 
more appropriate than the conventional ‘dis-
covered’) and even if it turns out that there 
are such rays in nature, this does not change 
the issue essentially.”

Exploratory approaches which use certain 
specific cinematic devices and apparatuses 
are always fascinating for me. Like the phe-
nomenon of X-ray, I believe cinema always 
reveals a hidden existence, one that is ficti-
tious. By using a series of experimental tech-
niques and skills, I always set out to explore 
an unknown track. Phantom Islands, like all 
my  other films, followed this type of path. 
We didn’t plan and script any of the actions, 
situations or circumstances. We just surren-
dered ourselves fully to the force of nature 
as we discovered it and let our imagination 
control us in the moment. Having said that, in 
Phantom Islands I did set a very precise series 
of parameters concerning technique such as 
sticking to fixed tableau shots and 19th cen-
tury lenses, and always using the most open 
aper ture possible in conjunction with ND fil-
ters. Within this formula, I documented the al-
most abstract improvisational interplay of ac-
tors and also photographed the landscapes. 
So of course what is enacted in the filmmak-
ing process eventually reveals the film, like an 
emerging X-ray image, and that’s how I know 
when I must stop filming and start editing.   
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Trailers, your previous film, sucked view-
ers into the heart of the filmmaking appa-
ratus, creating a dark and claustrophobic 
hall of mirrors where any sense of natural 
reality is banished by an idea of cinema as 
a machine of private obsessions. Is it fair to 
say that Phantom Islands is as agoraphobic 
as Trailers is claustrophobic? A more sim-
ple film, perhaps, but one where the cha-
racters seem unable to face the immense 
reality of nature without breaking down.

That is very true, Phantom Islands is very ago-
raphobic or at least it seems that way. Trans-
lated from Greek as ‘fear of the marketplace’, 
agoraphobia involves intense fear and anxi-
ety of a real or anticipated place or situation 
where escape might be difficult. The main 
characters seem either deeply stunned by 
the landscape or to be desperately trying to 
comprehend it; they are either trying to run 
away from it or being drawn into it. There is 
no middle ground in this film.

It was also heavily influenced by Persian and 
Japanese miniatures and paintings. Persian 

and Japanese cultures have been shaped and 
defined by strong ties with the physical envi-
ronment which have developed over the cen-
turies: extensive territories of significant cli-
mactic differences and considerable seismic 
activity in which the crudeness and beauty of 
nature have played a very prominent role. In 
many of the classic paintings from these two 
cultures, people are reduced to insignificant 
pawns in the compositional structure of the 
paintings. They are somehow lost within the 
vast cosmic effect of mountains, oceans and 
forests. But, at the same time, they are pre-
sent and the more you look at them the more 
noticeable they become. Once you start con-
centrating on them, you’ll soon find that you 
don’t see anything but these once-puny cha-
racters. Phantom Islands reflects this process. 
At the beginning, the force of nature is over-
powering and it dwarfs the characters. As the 
film progresses, their presence stands out 
more but they are also somehow petrified by 
nature. Finally, they remain only as a memory 
or spectres in the landscape. Or do they?

Phantom Islands is dedicated to Epstein, 
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Duras and Zulawski. As much as being a 
tribute to them, these three names taken 
in a surprising combination seem like a 
creative formula behind the film.

Yes, that is correct. These filmmakers influ-
enced me profoundly. Phantom Islands, like 
all of my films, is of course the result of  living 
in the world: of an accumulated personal 
history of experiencing other people and na-
ture, and the complimentary or destructive 
ways they reflect and affect each other. But 
it is also the result of viewing and digesting 
films from the past.

Watching Epstein’s films, I paid a great deal of 
attention to the art of découpage. I learned 
how to cut, formulate and construct a movie 
as if still in the midst of silent cinema. From 
Zulawski’s films, I learned how to work with 
actors, how to attain extremes of emotio nal 
expression and reveal specific traumas in 
cinematic terms. In Duras’ films, I was deep-
ly moved by her ability to juxtapose charac-
ters in abstract and indescribable situations, 
which are nevertheless presented in a way 
that’s quite minimalistic and unforced. I was 
also planning on having a voiceover narra-
tion for the film, a woman’s voice that would 
be spoken by Clara Pais and would more 
explicitly evoke Duras. In the end I removed 
the voice in order to allow the images and 
remaining sound to be haunted by it, as if 
charged with a vanished force that they are 
somehow working to resurrect.    

I’m fascinated by Phantom Islands’ link to 
silent cinema. A sense of cinema being re-
invented is present in some of your other 
films but perhaps never before to this ex-
tent. There’s a primitive wonder at the very 
act of filming. I’m reminded of something 
Kevin Brownlow wrote about Flaherty: 
people expect virtuosity from him, where-
as it’s epic that a camera was just there. Of 
course, there is a great deal of virtuosity 

in Phantom Islands but each shot seems 
like a unique event, as if a camera just 
‘being there’ is an epic occurrence. The 
only other films I know that achieve this 
primal renewal of cinema are the Zanzibar 
group films from the late ‘60s/early ‘70s 
and many critics have already compared 
Phantom Islands to Garrel’s La Cicatrice in-
terieure (1972).

Your question is very flattering, and I thank 
you for the comparison. And that Kevin 
Brownlow quote is so relevant. I’ve always 
been fascinated by how silent-era film makers 
made their films. It was an extraordinary 
time, and all cinema was highly imaginative, 
whether it was being made within the studio 
system or not. Watching those films now, the 
way the director was thinking and inventing 
is clearly visible in a very literal way. The struc-
ture of these films is like witnessing biological 
growth at work or discovering a fossil of emo-
tion and imagination. With Phantom Islands, 
I wanted to make a film that would erase 
my knowledge as a filmmaker and replace it 
with a first-hand raw experience of discovery. 
Therefore the movies that I watched in the 
run up to the shooting were crucial in helping 
me enter the correct frame of mind. 

I also realised that I am making films to seek 
answers without ever finding any. In my view, 
the early films of Philippe Garrel also work 
this way. The filmmaker is not sure of any-
thing. The resulting films are full of uncanni-
ness and mystery. They summon an ancient 
feeling that we can never put into words. We 
are faced with the same wonder and inner 
panic as if we were confronted by the vast-
ness of a desert, an ocean or mountains. It is 
something primal. Can a film function in this 
way? I think so.

You had a very particular approach to 
the visual techniques of Phantom Islands, 
using 19th century lenses to create a look 
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that again simultaneously references ear-
ly cinema and is completely up to date and 
unusual. Can you talk about the technical 
aspects of the film?

I shot the film on the Blackmagic URSA Mini 
Pro (4K DCI) with Daguerreotype Achromat 
and Petzval lenses. I also modified each lens 
slightly in aspiring to the art of photography. 
I come from a tradition that believes pho-
tography is the mother of cinema and from 
my very first films I have kept this attitude. 
Almost 200 years from the advent of the me-
dium of photography, critics are still lashing 
out at each other over the tenacious ques-
tion: is photography art? First posed by the 
Pictorialists, the debate over the legitimacy of 
photography as a form of fine art will endure 
as long as the medium itself exists and its 
tools—and thereby its products—conti nue 
to change with shifts in technology. From 
the many styles of photography, I always pre-
ferred and felt incredibly connected to Picto-
rialism. The Pictorialist movement began in 
1902, almost 15 years after Kodak released 
the first ‘snapshot’ camera which seemed to 
define photography as a tool for documen-
tation. Countering the spawn of the ‘instant’ 
photograph, Alfred Stieglitz, an American 
photographer who spent his life champion-
ing photography as an artform, gathered a 
group of other like-minded photographers 
dedicated to treating photography as a medi-
um for projecting images of the imagination, 
similar to painting, rather than documenting 
reality. The invention of cinema was happen-
ing simultaneously to the experiments of 
Pictorialist photographers and a great deal 
of their influence entered cinema. Phantom 
Islands is simply a homage to all the films, 
photographs and images I have absorbed 
over the years. I intend to make more films 
with this style of imagery.

In many of your films, you select other 
filmmakers and artists to perform in front 

of the camera as often or even more of-
ten than performers who would identify 
themselves as actors. The fearless central 
performances by filmmakers Daniel Faw-
cett and Clara Pais are absolutely crucial to 
Phantom Islands. Can you talk about your 
casting choices in general and working 
with Daniel and Clara in particular?

I love to work with actors, and I am always 
fascinated by them. Most of them are genui-
nely dedicated and give their best at the 
production stage. I have worked with many 
great actors over the years such as James 
Devereaux, Cillian Roche, Mario Mentrup, 
 Ehsan Safarpour and George Hanover among 
others. One valuable lesson I learned is that 
actors generally need a script, a character 
background and a sensible explanation of 
what the hell is going on in the film. In experi-
mental filmmaking, you can’t always provide 
these things as the films are exploratory, par-
tially improvisational, and about the process 
of their own making rather than illustrations 
of a pre-existing text. Therefore, I started to 
work instead mainly with performance ar-
tists and other types of artists, models and 
non-actors. The most crucial reason for this is 
that I literally have no clue whatsoever about 
how exactly the movie I am making will turn 
out and actors are often very uncomfortable 
with this. Other types of artists often seem 
more at home with such an open process.  

With Phantom Islands, I wanted to work with 
Daniel and Clara because I had already been 
collaborating with them since 2015 in dif-
ferent capacities, and a strong degree of trust 
and understanding was already in place. They 
are very creative filmmakers themselves, and 
they also work more or less with the same 
methods as EFS filmmakers. I was fascinated 
by how dedicated, precise and intrepid they 
were during shooting. They fully surrendered 
themselves to the conditions created by me 
and our surroundings, and interpreted the 
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ideas I gave them to the very best of their 
abilities. On top of that, they actually de-
vised many scenes between themselves and 
always came up with inspired ways of exe-
cuting them. Obviously, the experience they 
had acquired over years of filmmaking and 
honing their craft played a large part in their 
contribution. I could not have made this film 
without them and, of course, my entire cast 
and crew, especially Jann Clavadetscher and 
Atoosa PourHosseini.

There has been a strong element of science 
fiction in your recent work and it’s some-
thing you bring up a lot in your interviews 
and written statements. The lead charac-
ters in Phantom Islands are conceived and 
filmed like aliens exploring earth. Or may-
be humans on a strange planet. One of the 
most interesting and unsettling aspects of 
the film is whether we, as earth-dwelling 
viewers, identify more with the people or 
the landscape. Which is more familiar? The 
close ups of an old man or a sheep seem to 
contain an element of normality, but the 
way you film them makes this normality 

seem strange. Then there is the mysteri-
ous presence of cinema itself as an alien 
intervention in the action, with a film crew 
and equipment periodically appearing. It 
seems this film is your ultimate statement 
on cinema as an alien entity. You reveal the 
profound strangeness of moving images 
that surround us and that we take so much 
for granted today.

The very nature of cinema is inextricably 
linked to science fiction because it uses 
technical devices to escape time. The whole 
arsenal of moving image apparatuses arms 
sound and image, and sends them out onto 
the battleground of cinema. Even pre-cine-
ma optical devices and precursors of film 
(such as the Zoetrope, Praxinoscope, Kineto-
scope, camera obscura, magic lantern and so 
on) are alien-like and timeless. Time cannot 
defeat them because they produce their own 
time and space to exist in. There has been an 
organic evolution of this technology from its 
19th century roots through analogue video 
and now into the digital age. And the almost 
unlimited possibilities of digital have brought 
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cinema even closer to science fiction – there 
is so much to explore! This is why I’ll never 
understand the mind-bogglingly dogmatic 
attitude of programmers and curators who 
still insist that your film be on celluloid to be 
legitimately considered cinema. For them, 
it is a fanatic religion rather than a creative, 
ima ginative and free-spirited art form. 

Moving on from my rant - in all of my films, 
including Phantom Islands, I have always 
tried to delve deeply into the very nature of 
cinema as science fiction, both formally and 
thematically. First and foremost, I work to 
create imagery that opens a purely mental 
space that is utterly outside of the universe 
as we know it. A place so mysterious that 
the audience has to deconstruct and then 
re-construct their sense of reality in order to 
survive it. In Phantom Islands, the figures and 
landscapes are in total and constant battle 
with each other and can no more be recon-
ciled than oil and water. In the end, the phan-
tasmagoric characters perish into becoming 
mere elements of this unreal universe. The 
highly artificial looking final scene of the film 
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is a testament to this idea. It took me years 
to realise the fact that all my films are science 
fiction. Whether I intend this or not, the result 
is always the same: sci-fi.

Place is an important aspect of many of 
your films. Your process often involves ar-
riving somewhere with an open mind and 
being inspired by what you find. This is the 
very basis of the way Phantom Islands was 
made and perhaps a link to a type of docu-
mentary practice. Can you describe your 
way of working in relation to the locations 
you choose?

The film was shot on fourteen different is-
lands around Ireland, mostly off the west 
coast, over the course of four months. I did 
zero planning and didn’t know what to ex-
pect. I wanted us to be like 19th century ex-
plorers, and set out on a journey with my cast 
and crew to an unknown land. As if we were 
mapping and surveying the landscape for the 
very first time with our primary instruments. 
We went to the remotest parts of each island 
and started to wander and film. I wanted to 
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get as far away as possible from people and 
civilization. My intention was to isolate the 
characters as much as possible and see how 
the crew and cast would react to these cir-
cumstances. I didn’t want to talk to any island 
inhabitants or register any local information. I 
wanted us to be like aliens, disoriented on an 
exotic planet that breathes and thinks. 

Ireland and its islands are fascinating loca-
tions. They are so ancient and yet at the same 
time they can look so artificial; man-made like 
the pyramids. In this way, the landscape em-
bodies the question: what is fiction and what 
is documentation? And often there is no way 
to tell. From as soon as I started filming, it was 
the landscapes and their atmosphere that 
guided me all the way through the process. 
We just surrendered to this phenomenon and 
its madness. And this is what the film reflects, 
very precisely.

Sound is always very important in your 
normally wordless films, and nowhere 
more so than in Phantom Islands. The 
soundtrack is made up of a combination of 
sound you made, music by Amanda Feery 
and additional sound by Vicky Langan. In 
spite of this collaborative arrangement, 
the sound feels completely organic and 
seamlessly coherent throughout. Can you 
discuss the soundtrack?

For many years now, I’ve been experiment-
ing with creating films where the sound and 
 image are made separately from another. 
They are different entities which, for half the 
time, actually end up working against each 
other instead of complementing each other. 
I want to bring about something like a ‘stereo 
effect’, with sound as one ‘channel’ and image 
as the other, that would trigger the mind of 
the audience in myriad ways. Image, in its 
lite ralness, has limitations that are sometimes 
impossible to bypass, but sound is so abstract 
it can connect directly with the emotions. 

During a screening of Phantom Islands in 
Sarajevo, I went to use the bathroom and 
met a young man walking out of the film as 
I went back in to the auditorium. He stopped 
me and apologised for leaving but said that 
he was worried the sound might damage 
his hearing. Not that it is particularly loud or 
aggres sive, but he found it so disturbing and 
threatening that he was afraid of long term 
damage. I think what makes the sound so un-
settling is the lack of an obvious link between 
sound and image, which makes it impossible 
for the audience to create rational connec-
tions between the two which leads to a sense 
of anxiety at first. But if they persevere, the 
experience of watching the film can resolve 
this. The lack of a stated cause for so many of 
the images and sounds means that what you 
experience is a sort of unmediated impact, 
the processing of which makes the viewer a 
participant in the creation of the film rather 
than a passive consumer.      

And it must be said that both Amanda and 
Vicky contributed fantastic material for me 
to work with, which really stimulated my cre-
ativity. They are both masters of what they 
do, and I’m deeply honoured to have had an 
opportunity to work with them on Phantom 
Islands.
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Somewhere a phantom island
Can be reached in phantom ships.
– April in Paris (1952)

One island or many? It is easy to become geographically lost while watching Rouzbeh Rashidi’s 
Phantom Islands (2018). There are glimpses provided of the film’s own fabrication – make-up 
blood poured over a body, a couple of crew members trundling about – but nothing that can 
ever anchor us very clearly in a specific place or time. And this lack of co-ordinates remains in 
force even when – insistently – the performers (legendary filmmaker duo Clara Pais and Daniel 
Fawcett) turn and look directly into the primal lens to show the slowly coagulating colours, 
forms and shapes appearing on a Polaroid print taken straight from their own camera. Who or 
what is off-screen here, who or what is being beseeched to witness, to validate a picture? Not 
simply the film’s credited, all-too-human author, but also some other kind of agency or force, 
mysterious, cosmic, unsettling.

Phantom Islands proposes, for its viewers, a hypnagogic delirium. Hypnagogia (I first learned 
this word reading about Alfred Hitchcock’s films!) is all about the state of “threshold conscious-
ness” between waking and sleeping, sleeping and waking. Things become blurred and indefi-
nite, while still retaining some concreteness, some solidity, some reality. The hypnagogic state 
is virtually a definition, or a theory, of cinema itself.

For Rashidi, the hypnagogic ideal relates to the way that even the most intractable piece of 
“local colour” documentary reality (such as the older man studied in an early shot of Phantom 
Islands), if looked at long and hard enough, if kept on screen a bit longer than normally expec-
ted, starts to devolve and dissolve into weirdness and self-consciousness.

The colours are saturated, excessively intense (what did Félix Guattari once say? “There are 
 colour elements, of blue, that are really agonising throughout”); the edges of things are 
blurred, curving. The digital cinematography by Rashidi, and the further colour grading work 
by Michael Higgins, are extraordinary. To be out-of-focus, here, is as natural as being in-focus; 
white objects or creatures (seagulls or lighthouses, for instance), in particular, blaze in all their 
dazzling, painterly whiteness when abstracted and blurred in this way. Zones of clarity and 
obscurity shift and trade places within a single shot.

Rashidi calls it, in the opening credits, a “pictorial film”. Meaning that the images are fore-
grounded as the essential material – yet the sounds, too, in their extraordinary design (Rashidi 
collaborated with Amanda Ferry, Vicky Langan and Cinema Cyanide on the total sonic ensem-
ble), also make pictures, incessantly, within, across and against the purely visual matter. It is 
our entire sensorium that is up for grabs here.
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Phantom Islands has a hallucinatory feel – like an LSD trip. Rashidi has long channelled his love, 
in his work, for the past psychedelia of film, music and design from the 1960s and beyond. 
 Horror, sci-fi, fantasy: a heritage both corny and sublime, all at once. But, this time around, 
Rashidi dials down the intensity of movie allusion and pastiche. The context is different: in 
place of a hall-of-mirrors of trash and high art, sophisticated cinephilia and childlike rapture, 
here we start from another space – a space of nature. This space is neither unspoilt nor un-
civilised: the acculturated elaborations of the aquarium, the zoo, the artificial display case, 
return time and again. The sounds, too, make that connection: all the little clicks and cracks of 
a needle on a vinyl album turntable mingle and meld with birdsong, rustling grass, the patter 
of waves on a shoreline …

This admixture of the natural and the cultural, the raw and the cooked, raises a pertinent ques-
tion: what, exactly, is an island? Philosophers, artists, novelists have been drawn for centuries 
to the task labelled, with false modesty, “description of an island”. Something more than geog-
raphy beckons to us here; something greater and more mythic is at stake.

The critic-filmmaker-teacher Alain Bergala, for example, has spent a lifetime writing about is-
lands in cinema, and their special appeal to certain filmmakers. In an important sense, mak-
ing a movie on an island is an intensification of what all (or most) project-based filmmaking 
entails: getting a disparate team of people (cast and crew) together and keeping them in one 
spot for a more-or-less predetermined amount of time – and if the hoped-for magic doesn’t 
happen there and then, if it is not caught on celluloid or tape or in a digital file, the chance to 
get it may never come again.

An island is, in every sense, a paradoxical place or space; and it holds a rich set of historic and 
cultural associations. An island is circumscribed, and yet it seems limitless, free. No longer does 
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the city-grid rule, obscuring the sky and the elements with its constructions. Vision itself is 
liberated: an island can offer the camera (depending on its degree of human-cultural ‘deve-
lopment’) a 360 degree, unbounded view – blowing away the usual rules and constrictions 
over cinematographic ‘coverage’. Vestiges of culture, too, seem removed, blown away; like the 
desert, an island can be a place of self-forgetting, of historic oblivion.

An island is a site for escapes and holidays (the ‘island getaway’); but it is also a hellish trap, 
offering imprisonment and stagnation (‘Devil’s Island’). It promises renewed enchantment in 
the face of nature, but also hides the worm of disenchantment, repetition, dull ritual.

Cinema has always been torn between the horns of this island dilemma, toggling between 
the two extremes. There are the islands of romance, of exoticism, of renewal, of wonder – the 
‘belle isles’; and then there are all the in-bred couples and families stuck in their Gothic island 
 dwellings, locked in their duels to the death – the islands of lost souls. Michael Powell, Jean 
Epstein, Ingmar Bergman, Roberto Rossellini, Clare Peploe: the scattered army of filmmakers 
drawn, despite innumerable logistical problems, “back to the island” (as the late Leon Russell 
sang).

Phantom Islands is now playing. Shots pass by, separated by black frames. The rhythm of this 
movement, and the disturbance it enacts on our vaunted perceptual “persistence of vision”, 
resembles the blinking of our eyes: either at the dawn of, or trying desperately ward off, the 
coming of sleep, of unconsciousness … or of death.

The images and the darkness in this mechanical, metronomic rhythm also recall the action of 
an old-fashioned slide carousel. A special kind of perturbation of the senses is thereby pro-
duced: when an image blinks on, it is sometimes hard to tell immediately, without further 
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scrutiny for verification, whether this image is a freeze-frame, or part of an almost perceptible 
real-time movement (of the water, the wind …). And then it might blink away too quickly to 
figure any of this out.

I have been holding off, all this time, on conjuring or speculating about a story line, because 
that’s what Phantom Islands itself does: it holds off on narrative. It would be too easy to say, by 
way of some imaginary synopsis: a man and a woman appear on an island, in rooms, on rocks, 
in a forest field, along winding paths. There are gestures of love, and gestures of aggression – 
an elongated performance-piece, almost a dance-piece, of attraction and repulsion.

That’s already too much plot for what we see and hear here. Rashidi favours the kind of deli-
berate “unformedness” in art that resembles a spreading stain or paint blotch, rather than an 
advancing, developing, narrative line. There’s a cluster of motifs, obsessions, locations, ges-
tures, noises: they are given to us all at once, in the beginning, and thereafter shift themselves 
into different combinations and variations. That’s the “plot”.

But there are recognisable human figures. They are this man and woman, and also all men and 
women who have ever formed or will ever form a couple; a mythic Everyman and  Everywoman. 
We see them sleeping, or unconscious, or dead, in all the sites of the film, whether interior or 
exterior; there is no mythic Everychild (like in an early Phlippe Garrel film) to get in the way of 
their eternal, golden slumber.

Yet this man and woman, as observed, staged and filmed by Rashidi, are sometimes ambi-
guous as figures, and full advantage is taken of their mutual androgyny when seen from cer-
tain angles and in certain lights. They come over a little like aliens, David Bowie clones minted 
from a faded print of Nicolas Roeg’s The Man Who Fell to Earth. As in an Ingmar Bergman film, 
their faces, the skin textures, can blur and overlap in our minds, even if they are not literally, 
nakedly superimposed. The mythic Man and Woman form one indivisible cell – but forever 
straining against its own oneness, just as the film itself strains against the unity of traditional, 
feature-length form. Love is strange …

I earlier quoted Félix Guattari (who was talking about Terrence Malick’s Badlands back in 1975, 
a film that featured the song “Love is Strange”), from an interview-text titled, fittingly, “Cinema 
Fou”. He evoked a film – the film he saw in his mind, hallucinated from one he saw, fleetingly, 
on a screen – in these terms (duly montaged by me):

If this were an avant-garde film, it wouldn’t get shown anywhere. The story is only there 
to support a schizophrenic journey. At every turn, we are on the edge of madness. It is this 
constant crossing of borders that seems perfectly conveyed to me. The boy and girl make 
up a kind of double arrangement. It’s absolutely impossible to separate the normal and 
the pathological. We are shown a love story which is totally beyond stereotypes, a kind of 
extraordinary schizo love …

Rouzbeh Rashidi, as auteur, may have had none of this in his head, or all of it, it doesn’t matter. 
Writing about Phantom Islands, bearing witness to it, should not be a matter of explaining or in-
terpreting it in a step-by-step, logical argument; still less, a matter of applying some orga nising 
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template of “official theory” over the top of it, corralling it within a certified conceptual context. 
Writing, too, can behave like a spreading stain. For the action of Rashidi’s “cinematograph” is 
paratactical: a tiny crab-step forward, then slightly back, again and again. Piling up elements 
and stringing them out without excessive regard for their neat and tidy conjunctions.

Like for the poet Friedrich Hölderlin or the philosopher Theodor Adorno, Phantom Islands, for 
Rashidi, is a film that aspires to the Sublime and the mytho-poetic: but without the god-like 
vantage-point of judgement, without the certainty of clear self-to-other or subject-to-object 
relationships, without “the subordination of particulars under universals” (Sebastian Trusko-
laski). When the conventions of language (film language included) are so utterly undone and 
redistributed into a new kind of floating montage, we can come to know (as Adorno sug-
gested) “for the first time what culture would be: received nature”. Received through the lens, 
through technology, as well as through the eye, the mind, the skin. A “Utopia of cognition”, a 
“thinking into openness”. Somewhere, a phantom island can be reached in phantom ships.
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DEAR ROUZBEH
FERGUS DALY

How much longer would we go on showing our films in the Salle Pleyel or in the provincial 
cinemas that were becoming fewer all the time? When we were very young we had want-
ed to follow the example of our elders, but it was already too late for us. There was no more 
virgin territory to explore.
- Patrick Modiano, Honeymoon

Dear Rouzbeh,

Rather than assent to the pressure to see in the present a new digital-driven golden age of 
experimental filmmaking, one is tempted to paraphrase Warhol: In the future everybody will 
be an experimental filmmaker for fifteen minutes. A large portion of so-called experimental 
filmmaking today is of the cine-illiterate form whereby we are led to believe that everything 
done with a camera or in editing is an experiment that's never been attempted before, film 
history is a self-service counter of image-products cut from their historical and creative con-
text. We are asked to laud a entrepreneurship of the image wherein film history is an archive 
to be plundered and copied at will, a set of techniques to be checklisted when planning and 
executing each work, hoping that doing it digitally will help to disguise the looting.

On the other hand a properly Mannerist approach to experimental filmmaking has developed 
in recent years. Just as in my documentary Experimental Conversations Nicole Brenez cites Jo-
nas Mekas's statement, 'Hollywood cinema is merely a reservoir of material for artists to use 
later', so today we can safely say that things have shifted and as in the mid 1980s when auteur 
cinema became Mannerist and films began to refer more to other films than to real life, so 
contemporary experimental cinema is largely Mannerist in approach. The generation of film-
makers now in their thirties are the first for whom the experimental tradition is a historical 
genre - there is the feeling of arriving too late, after the event, the historical cycle is complete, 
the masterpieces have all been made, and new filmmakers sense they are at an impasse, every 
new form has been created, now we must work with these forms, stretch, distort, combine, 
lovingly share them.

The negative side of this is that in playing with rather than inventing forms contemporary 
experimental filmmaking often teeters on the edge of parody, the results often seeming lop-
sided, excessive, awkward.

Even at its best, driven by a true cinephilia, one that loves auteur cinema as much as the expe-
rimental tradition, and (unlike the cine-illiterates) that feels respectful and responsible before 
that tradition, an appreciation of these works often depends on cinephilic shared references, 
the danger with this being that if there is a personal element to this filmmaking it can some-
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times be on the level of the secret reference, the secret code, these are 'my' guilty pleasures 
that no one but the initiates will recognise even though are the only true mark of my interio-
rity?

It can follow that its pleasures tend to be intellectual and for all the effects produced it can be 
difficult to feel the affects (as Stephane Bouquet once said to Nicole Brenez in an interview 
about Experimental Cinema in Cahiers du Cinéma) .

It seems to me that in your best works you acknowledge and even thematise this crisis and 
never more clearly than in Phantom Islands.

You set yourself such an onerous task - on the one hand, to tell a story mute, without spoken or 
written words, on the other, to tackle the Irish landscape which for so long has been a picture 
postcard cliche. Very early on in your film I was reminded of The Man Who Disappeared, the 
film on Artaud that Katherine Waugh made with Sylvere Lotringer and which Dean Kavanagh 
and Max Le Cain shot some of - Jeremy Hardingham walking in that similar landscape, adopt-
ing ritualistic postures and attitudes, crawling naked on the rocks etc. Attempting to film in 
such a ‘given’ cliched landscape as opposed to staging a scene where you’re in control of all 
the elements in the frame immediately splits form from content and it can often be a case of 
applying techniques from experimental film history to or laying these techniques from the 
history of forms over the cliched content. The goal of such films is to close the gap between 
form and content. In your film I think that’s the real narrative. The couple seem to be re- staging 
Garrel and Nico’s story from La Cicatrice Interieure but are also the Figures of the other plot 
which is one of texture and especially colour. They are trapped in the Irish landscape which 
is an aquarium you can’t get out of. But they finally succeed in becoming the landscape, you 
replace the cliched version we have of it, you re-invent the landscape via a Wendersesque use 
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of polaroids which raises the film to a much-needed self-reflexive Meta-level in order for you to 
recover mise-en-scene by way of colour. This is brilliantly achieved, but also stresses the film's 
Mannerist aspect - it’s as if Minnelli was brought in to fix a Robert Flaherty film or rather, as if 
you re-filmed the resulting work off a screen. Via the staging of colour the gap between form 
and content opened at the outset of the film is closed once more but to achieve this colour 
has had to become detached from form, to become form itself, it flows freely just as the human 
figures don't seem to belong to the space they're in. 

The theme of an illness caused by the postcard-level cliched images of the landscape is a cle-
ver idea (worthy of Carax), the recurrent bouts of this sickness provide the physical drama - it 
gives the actors' bodies something to do and accounts for their languor and their moribund 
appearance at certain times. Whether the actors' plot and the formal colour-led plot are inte-
grated enough or even whether they should be I’m not sure of. I felt more interested when 
we didn’t see them interacting. I’ve always had a problem watching actors just standing in a 
space, not really occupying it as Nico did in Garrel’s films by playing on her pre-existent repu-
tation. If you’re an unknown actor you can’t get away with it.

Too often early on I asked myself: ‘by putting a filter on a cliche does it cease to be a cliche?’ I 
think eventually you resolve the issue and the whole problem of Ireland and the sense of its 
landscape as one global cliche is so vast that no-one but you would take it on in such an ambi-
tious and flamboyant way. By the end of the film the spectator is thinking of Sokurov, Bartas, 
Bokanowski but again as if re-filmed off a screen, the reference is to an idea, to other films, 
more than to real life, but maybe that's something already present in those filmmakers works.

DEAR ROUZBEH
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Rouzbeh Rashidi’s otherwise wordless Phantom Islands begins with a quote from Sheridan Le 
Fanu’s The Tenants of Malory, a novel published in 1867 about a long-abandoned house that is 
unexpectedly occupied by residents whose arrival triggers a series of strange and macabre epi-
sodes. Best known for his work in horror fiction, Le Fanu serves as an instructive intro duction 
to Rashidi as a filmmaker who, like the Irish Gothic writer, is attracted to the mysterious aspects 
of human and animal behaviour and deeply invested in evoking this in as meticulously crafted 
and original a manner possible.

As with The Tenants of Malory, Rashidi’s film is concerned with what we might perceive as ‘new 
arrivals’; a man and a woman who never leave each other’s side, appearing mostly alone to-
gether on an island where they may as well be trapped. They are seen surveying the island’s 
edges, perhaps looking for a means of escape or awaiting news from an outside, unreachable 
elsewhere. Without much in the way of human company or comfort, the presence of the ani-
mals on the island looms large. Horses, seagulls and sheep at times assume an air of mena-
ce which is pronounced by a stark, exquisite soundscape variously comprising violin strings, 
house alarms, barking dogs and raging lightning storms. This is offset by more tender images 
of a foal feeding from her mother, an image which illustrates the idea of physical dependency 
of one body on another. The human couple is, for the most part, in bizarre sympathy with each 
other – a feature best expressed in their manner of sleeping in increasingly absurd positions 
next to one another – but in fits and bursts, a demonic panic arises and the man is struck by 
episodes or seizures of anguish and distress which his partner is unable to restrain.

These turbulent scenes and others recall Hour of the Wolf (1968), one of Ingmar Bergman’s 
lesser known works featuring Max von Sydow and Liv Ullmann as Johan and Alma, a married 
couple who retire to an island seeking respite after Johan suffers a crisis of untold description. 
Like Hour of the Wolf, which opens with the sounds of Bergman giving direction about the 
framing of a particular shot, Phantom Islands makes room for its crew on screen – including 
Rashidi himself – appearing briefly and irregularly to apply makeup, converse cheerily with the 
cast over cups of tea and provide direction in between takes. Unlike Bergman’s chilling tale of 
insomnia-driven despair however, which is marked by extended monologues and close, in-
tense exchange, Phantom Islands returns to the unadorned power of early speechless cinema. 
We see Rashidi’s couple speaking in hushed tones or roaring at each other in brutal conflict 
but the source of their agony is never elucidated for us. The film is strengthened by two com-
mitted, deeply expressionistic performances from Daniel Fawcett and Clara Pais, experimental 
filmmakers in their own right who have been working together since 2012 on projects which 
draw upon dreams and visions and which they describe as ‘created from a belief that cinema 
is still young and that there are many dimensions to this medium that are yet to be explored.’ 
Similarly, Rashidi is eager to make those rarely considered cinematic possibilities legible and 
Phantom Islands conveys his adept skill in adopting this task.

AEMI : Phantom Islands
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In some of Phantom Islands’ most striking scenes, the couple explores an aquarium populated 
by tropical fish and other sea creatures. In contrast to the wide expanses of the film’s island 
shots, this marine world appears alien; the fish confined and uneasy in a way that resembles 
the couple’s precarious position as the subjects of this or any film. In this way Rashidi expertly 
draws a comparison between the preserved life forms contained behind transparent walls and 
the position of the human figure projected on screen. By doing this he asks us to think about 
what it is to look and be looked at and how the act of filmmaking invariably involves a degree 
of capture and control.

– Alice Butler

~

Rouzbeh Rashidi’s latest film Phantom Islands opens with images of a dark and stormy night. 
The irreality of these early scenes evokes the hand-tinted processes of early cinema, those 
encountered for example in a series of films inspired by the pioneering dancer and choreo-
grapher Loie Fuller. Those early films employed painstaking frame by frame processes to me-
chanically reproduce effects of projected light on silk and other materials used by Fuller in 
her performances. There are also aspects of dance and choreography in Rashidi’s film but the 
processes used here, while no less intricate, are created digitally rather than by analogue pro-
cesses. These processes are used here to choreograph a thunderstorm, the flashes and hues 
of purple, red, yellow and blue that appear in Rashidi’s images of a night sky let us know early 
on that any claims to a ‘documentary’ style realism will likely be complex and contradictory. 
 Phantom Islands from the outset will aim to do more than merely ‘show things as they really 
are’.

Still from Phantom Islands



This is of course one of many narratives that begin with a storm, with most of those belong-
ing to, or at least flirting with, the genre of gothic horror. The filmmakers associated with the 
Experimental Film Society have always been refreshingly comfortable with the trappings and 
markers of genre cinema and Rashidi’s film includes various forms of possession, a suggestion 
of vampirism, blood rituals, and lupine behaviours. Where for the most part those horrors that 
begin with a storm, even later full colour advances like Dario Argento’s Suspiria, quickly take 
us indoors, frequently to some or other kind of haunted house, Rashidi’s film for the most part 
takes place outdoors and is all the better for it as once familiar images of the film’s Irish rural 
setting take on otherworldly qualities as the interior landscapes of the film’s central couple 
begin to meld with, to affect, and in turn be affected by, an otherwise largely uninhabited 
rural idyll.

The film represents an entirely new endeavour for Rashidi. In writing about the filmmaker’s 
earlier works I recall noting that all of his films seemed to connote or contain aspects of science 
fiction, with Phantom Islands however this no longer seems to be the case. Rashidi has un-
covered rich new potential here, incorporating elements of documentary practice that were 
not so heavily present in his earlier works. The film focuses heavily on what I assume to be a 
real-life couple (Daniel Fawcett and Clara Pais of ‘The Underground Film Studio’) but there 
should be little confusion here that these actors are performing a role and that this is also a 
fiction. Where Rashidi’s earlier films evoked a very useful sense of ‘no-place-really’ the setting 
for Phantom Islands is more explicitly recognisable, focusing on the islands around Ireland 
at what would seem to be high summer. These images are made somewhat unreal here by 
a visual distortion not entirely dissimilar to that used by Alexsandr Sokurov for his 1997 film 
Mother and Son, another close to wordless masterpiece. Where Mother and Son seemed to 
always take place either at dusk or dawn however the majority of Phantom Islands occurs in 
the cold light of day.
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Phantom Islands is then very much the story of a relationship, a relationship presented with a 
great deal of intimacy. In that intimacy we will find tenderness (Clara Pais) and aggression/tor-
ment (Daniel Fawcett) but there is also a striking moment late in the film when the character 
played by Fawcett will be replaced by Pais. There is a point in the film, during a moment of rare 
quietude for the character, where we see Fawcett standing alone in what appears to be a gar-
den. He will later be replaced in that same setting by Pais, who appears now covered in blood. 
This veil of blood is revealed as artifice in one of several scenes which collapses the diegesis by 
revealing its construction but a question remains as to whether this is the blood of her partner. 
There is certainly some sense of release in these moments even as the couple will be reunited 
at the film’s close but there is also a moment earlier in the film when we saw time, reflected in 
the movement of water, stop momentarily and reverse its trajectory and this complicates the 
film’s timeline so ambiguities remain as to the final composition of the central relationship.

Ultimately Phantom Islands is a way for Rashidi to explore some of the tensions that continue 
to play out between documentary and fiction. In its real-world setting the film also contains 
aspects of Michael Powell’s The Edge of the World, another pioneering pseudo-documentary 
text that also took place on an island that felt haunted by some spectral presence or other. In 
the end Rashidi is less interested in what distinguishes one form from another but in open-
ing himself up to a new mode of enquiry he has successfully liberated his own practice and 
opened up a rich new vein of exploration.

– Daniel Fitzpatrick
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A few stills from INT. LANDSCAPES, a short film by Daniel Fawcett & Clara Pais, which was shot 
while on location for Phantom Islands.

Runtime: 9 mins | Shooting Format: Super 8 Colour | Year: 2018

INT. LANDSCAPEs

PHANTOM ISLANDS

Runtime: 86 Minutes | Year: 2018 | Country: Ireland 

Funded By The Arts Council Of Ireland / An Chomhairle Ealaíon
under the Reel Art scheme, and distributed by Experimental Film Society.

Shot on Blackmagic URSA Mini Pro (4K DCI) 
with the Daguerreotype Achromat and Petzval lenses. 

Image, Sound and Edit: Rouzbeh Rashidi
Starring: Daniel Fawcett and Clara Pais

Producers: Conor Horgan, Maximilian Le Cain and Atoosa PourHosseini
Music by: Amanda Feery

Additional Music: Cinema Cyanide
Additional Sound Composition: Vicky Langan

Assistant Director and Production Assistant: Jann Clavadetscher
Production Runner: Katie McFadden

Colour Grading: Michael Higgins
Title Graphics: Pouya Ahmadi

Production Supervisor: Alan Fitzpatrick (Filmbase)
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